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Abstract

For miany yenrs the potentially sericos effects The concept of t h small ion propell-

cf the ditf rential charging of spccr.t: curfaces, spacecraft was investigated further at Farnorouigr..

whilst in orbit, have been recognised. It has alsc The results were very encouraging, however it emerged

been proposed that an ion propulsion system would be that such a vehicle would be very complex, requirin,

inherently capable of alleviating this di:ferenrial considerable in-house experience (Ref. 3). Since

charging. The ion propulsion system produces a virtually all of the on-board systems would need to

diffuse cold plasma near the spacecraft surface. The be developed, it was clear that an intermediate

spacecraft surfaces then differentially attract the spacecraft would be required. This vehicle would

constituents of the plasma and the potentials are enable the development of many of the on-board

effectively equalised. systems required for the larger ion propelled

spacecraft, without the added complexity o:

The Royal Aerospace Establisuent, stuated in propulsion systems. It was decided therefore to buiiJ

Farnborough (UK), is currently developing the first two relatively simple 50kg spacecraft, designite'

two in a series of 50kg micro-satellite-, designatec Space Technology Research Vehicle lA and IF

STRV (Space Technology Research Vehicle) to be (STRV-1A,1B).

launched on an Ariane 4, using the AS.i'. (Arlne

Structure for Auxiliary Structures) facility. The These satellites are to be placed in

primary role of these spacecraft is to demonstrate Geostationary Transfer Orbit (GTO) and are intended

new innovative technologies in orbit, without the as test beds for many of the on-board systems

very expensive and time consuming qualification required for the ion propelled, STRV-2. They will

process required in a larger project. One of the main also investigate the in-orbit performance of many new

experiments on the first spacecraft, STRV1-A, is the technologies. Despite their small size

use of a UK-10 ion thruster hollow cathode for charge (50cm x 50cm x 40cm) they will carry a broad range of

alleviation. The spacecraft will also be equipped technology experiments (Ref. 4). These range from

with a novel charge detection system which will be radiation tolerant microelectronics to advanced

used in conjunction with this experiment. In structures and materials. In particular the rission

addition, the experiment also represents the first has been optimized to address the three major hazards

operational use of a number of technologies to be facing most spacecraft in orbit:

used in the UK-10 ion propulsion system, currently

being qualified for flight on the ESA ARTEMIS

project. It therefore represents a valuable in orbit 1) Radiation damage to solar cells and

test of hardware and control philosophy. electronics.

This paper describes the STRV project, the 2) Electronic anomalies caused by electrostatic

effects of spacecraft charging, the objectives and charging and arcing at geostationary altitudes.

design of the experiment and the testing programme.

3) Erosion of satellite surfaces by atomic oxygen

at low altitudes.

1.0 Introduction

The work reported on in this paper is an ideal

In 1988 studies of applications of the UK-10 example of the kind of role the STRV spacecraft car.

ion propulsion system (IPS) were undertaken at the fulfil. The charge alleviation experiment represents

Royal Aerospace Establishment, Farnborough (UK). The the first flight of many of the technologies

objective of these studies was to investigate the developed for the UK-10 IPS. It should also provide

design and construction of a small spacecraft in-orbit evidence of the alleviation of charge buili

intended primarily to demonstrate the UK-10 IPS in up with the use of an IPS hollow cathode.

orbit. Two of these studies were presented at the

IEPC in Garmisch-Partenkirchen in 19 (Ref. 1,2.

The first of these involved the use of in propulsion

in the role of spiral orbit raising. The aim beig to 2.0 Objectives of STRV-1A Neutraliser Experiment

slowly increase the spacecrafts altitude eventually

rendezvousing with either the L4 or L, Lagrang- The neutraliser experiment on STRV-1A has three

points of the Earth Moon system. The s-cond study major objectives.

investigated the use of a small ion propelled

'lightsat', of approximately 100kg for near Earth i) The demonstration of an active spacecraft

experiments. The size and mass of these spa'ecraft surface charge alleviation system.

would make it possible to get a V-;ry Icw cost

'piggy-back' launch, when spare mass apa.ility is 2) The demonstration of several new technologi-s

available on a rocket. As a consequence of the low developed for the UK-10 IPS.

cost of the launch and the spacecraft, and the snort

project timescales, the use of previously untried 31 The provision of a cold gas Attitude iontoi

technology becomes far more acceptable. System (ACS).

Copyright 0, Controller HMSO, London, 1991
Published by the IEPC, with permission. 1
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The first objective relies cn tnh ability to This effect, although undesirable, is n-t
produce a diffuse plasma, of inert xen-nr. yc.s, ar-und serious problem to the average comunictionr
the spacecraft. This acts as a conducti-ve atmosphere, satellite. However, the second aspect of spaceraft,
reducing potential differences bet: .en neighbourin charging could be. This involves the differential
spacecraft surfaces. To investigat; thi. effect the charging of surface materials. These problems occur
spacecraft is being fitted with a n.ce- su face when surface materials are electrically isol-te "
charge detection system, capable of me-,s:r i.g the either from the spacecraft structure or neighbourii.:
charge build up on an insulator .uch as kapton, surfaces, or are insulators themselves eg. kept-r..
without effecting the charge isribut on. In In these situations charge build up cannot leak aw,. ,
addition it is also intended to fly a clj Ion resulting in large potential differences betwe:
detector. This device will enable the potnctial of neighbouring surfaces. The effect on a spacecraft can
the whole spacecraft relative to the - lcal be material damage and operational interference as .
environment to be measured. A La.gmuir prote will result of electrostatic discharge.
also to be flown to record the plasma crnditions
generated by the cathode.generated by the cathode. The potential of a spacecraft is determined bt

a balance of various charging and dischargir
The second objective concerns currents, (Ref. 6). The most important of these ar

the transfer of plasma constituents from the spF3c
1) The first flight test of a UK-10 icn thruster environment, photoemission and secondary electrc.

hollow cathode and its assoC -cei power emission. These currents are in turn affected by the
supplies. The hollow cathodes used cn the UK-10 potential of the spacecraft and by local electric arn
ion thrusters are currently at engineering magnetic fields. An example of this is the creation
model standard and are being qualified for use, of potential barriers set up by large charges c

as part of the UK10 IPS (Ion Fropulsion System) surface dielectric materials.

for the ESA ARTEMIS project (Ref. 5). T..o power

supplies are required, those for the keeper Experiments have been carried out, with some
electrode and the cathode heater. success, where the balance of these charging currents

is artificially changed by the introduction cf
2) The first flight test of the xenon gas flow charged particle beams. ATS-5 and ATS-6 carried

control philosophy and associated t-ehnology, experimental caesium ion thrusters. ATS-5 had a
developed for the UK-10 IRS. The main simple hot wire electron emitter to neutralise the
components are the MS. (Marc-ni Sy ce Systems) ion beam. Operation of this hot wire neutraliser,
series 107 solenoid valves, associated orifices independently of the thruster, reduced the magnitude
and the valve actuating electronics. of large negative spacecraft potentials in eclipse

but rarely discharged the spacecraft completely. It
The third o tive was later shown that this could be explained by the

The third objective concerns the attitude development of potential barriers set up by chargescontrol system (ACS) for the STRV-IA spacecraft, on surface dielectric materials, preventing the
Since STRV-1A is a spinning spacecraft, a cold gas escape of emitted electrons.

spin-up system is required. In addition since only 1
magnetorquer coil is available on the satellite, a The ATS-6 ion thruster was fitted with a plasma
back up system for control of spacecraft precession bridge neutraliser. Large negative potentials weie
is also needed in the event of a magnetorquer discharged when the ion thruster and neutraliser were
failure. Since both of these requirements would need in operation. In fact, it was possible to hold the
the design, test and qualification of an additional potential of the spacecraft at whatever value the
compressed gas system, it has been decided to use beam to spacecraft bias was set. The charging of
xenon from the neutraliser experiment. surface materials was also prevented. When the
Unfortunately this increases both the complexity of neutraliser was operated on its own, differential
the system and the mass of gas to be launched, charging was reduced but not eliminated.

If proved successful the proposed scheme could
be used as a dedicated charge alleviation system. In
addition if a UK-10 IPS is being used on a 4.0 Design of STRV-1A Charge Alleviation Experiment
spacecraft, the control philosophy would allow the
operation of the neutraliser independently of the ion The charge alleviation system on STRV-IA
thruster itself. This would then provide the The charge allviaio 

s y s t e m  
on 

S T V - 1A
thruster itself. This would then provide the incorporates a hollow cathode, a gas flow control
additional advantage of surface charge alleviation to system a xenon cathode, a gas flow control
future users of any UK-10 IPS. If long term operation electronics for valve drivers, computer interfacing,
of the IPS neutraliser cathode independently of the power supplies and signal conditioning. Thtci
thruster was not acceptable, a dedicated system could effectively iludes every form of technology wit
be fitted in addition to the IPS. The cathode in the effectiel

y 
i

n c l u d 
e ever

y 
form o technology, with

charge alleviation system would then represent a that are present in a UK-10 IPS.
redundant neutraliser for the IPS.

Hollow cathodes used in the UK-10 ion thruster
produce xenon plasmas of differing qualities, ie.

3.0 Electrostatic Charging of Spacecraft different electron temperatures and ion densities at
different gas flow rates and emission currents. The

In the last two decades , large electrostatic plasma parameters that determine the optimum charce
potentials, of the order of tens of kV, have been alleviation are as yet unknown. Therefore it is
measured on spacecraft in the Earth's magnetosphere necessary for the gas flow rates and cathode emission
This charging has two effects. Firstly the entire current to be variable over a relatively wide range.
spacecraft can charge relative to the space This will require tailoring and some re-design of the
spacecraft can charge relative to the space current UK-1 systems but in principle they are the
environment. This form of charging is usually only a current UK-10 systems but in principle they are the
problem when the spacecraft is intended to same.

investigate the space environment. The charge on the
spacecraft would then modify the local space plasma, sel following sections dese equcribe the operation,
producing spurious results. ' selection and design of these equipments for theproducing spurious results.

STRV1-A application.
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4.1 Hollow Cathode Design and Operation The carho c -- , : h-ti
th- ul . unl th t

There are two i-s;n ; -hd . :. - tu a r r-: .t - .1h- l. b-:-

the UK10 IPS, na-ty the r :ai . ut:- a:. prure I s ,t .- . w x -ri.in .

the neutraliser cairod-. Ti-- ivi-s sncn inroduced thi-ugh . d tu, :- a

the artist's in;.prssion ci t. ' ) n h .- Ltae (607) is. " r -

in figure 1. The cly ,di: t:--r. -twee . A '-t. dilschrge in . i : ii :

devices are the mIunt in:, i :rnr.'emi-:.t, t;. k-- 1 ly oc-ur: atpproxi . : ly

electrode design and the i- t ic-n r .- hiter [ower. This; i - y i i-

cathode tip. Th- disc.ar- t;th - !.-, ' C:: h- intrcoilcticn ot r:in.

orifice and the neutraliser ..: 4 : * :i rfi.-.. ul-- of high pr.: - " - -. :qu-

- 'ively uaran--l-s -i T- I tl.-

The basic design of ' .0 :h -: . A; sc n as a di :. . .. i i t i

figure 2, in schenma 'i f-I : . i a r -c n b- turned . :: - -. cr th-i-l- i. th-:.

constructed frm a mAll . i t:-- : - by th back bomb,:.i:r .t xi'n ioni. tri-r t!-

approximately 3.5mm OD by 2 .'-;n I. A igst-n d l. existing in th. .-- r r.i. T

(tip) with a 300pm cr '0l1:n : i i- i i - : : d '.i -- '-..n 1

into the downstr-eam n- th ,ub.. A . .. 0 vjol . Th;. -

cylindrical plug made of pcr:.' t i.pt.'n., Inr--- -n ! i , th- n u' I- -. t " I

with a low work functio: n ,.t- "i :.- - - .i : .,1 t:. -iOrn of tth- . t

dispenser, is then i:.s-rt- ] !::t !h ' -ie - .d Lr . !

up against the tip. A lay- t t I.- L : i m.issin [t .- - :

sprayed on to the tune, h .,- "t : -t ly - ing stu'i, -

of this and encapsulateed I, furt:ir r : .n :r-- rsto, (Ref. 7, Tir- :, - -

alumina. Oxidation of the tnrui lu:n tu- i prevent- Ji tinct operational mt-,.;, t-.firl. ! to ,z tt.l Il"

by a thin layer of tunste-. whi- in -.i:tr1 n- -1. ot mode. Th,-- -r-m -. r -r dr,:i t:

the tube before the fis't Iy- i f alumlina - .- r-i an:e of the di ch. - I: irn - i.. i:

applied. A multi-layvr moit lb -nlum i.--' shield i - ti-- ,ithodes are orper.t .-. i : ,:,'

wound around the tuibe ah, :-!sbly :i. il: - . !-( * :.'" 1 "'l-M mode, th dl .irJ,- : :' -. ; ,-

shields are positioned ,-op1inr w'ih 1h
.
- rt ii. T:,,- , - ; iirg plume -nm.in.t i!, r: i '- . -- . :

completed assembly 1s th .-n : i-l i:'in a.. .n de. In the spo'- - . . , .:- : i

stainless steel tube of 11. n :: ir--to: . TI-- finr..: -: ribint spot - -... : ,

stage of construction i-. to - ii-n r .- - hi . ass-ntb. .i ,:.,7 in tromt th- , .I .; .-

onto an isolator assembly . ' th - tw ' : '

Backplate.

Cathode

Isolat or',: - ..I .

/ / -

/ N,

S.- ..,K

r 1. Artis:'s Impr-.; n of UK-i0 ion
Thruster .
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r; - -r 1.:e:, initi.ation war- -riy ielisni-, alwavC h.tag t irg wthir- - minute. of eaii:ig the heat.

Hetor Le ", ,, , r .;ulv. The. only e:.ceptc to thc i was during the

.--.-- .......- ^ -,.-7.<-,,. - -^ - _^ chara t-tised and the cathode a'.lowed t' st.bilise.
' * * * * * * , This c.uld take onything up to 30 mixut.s, ans- __anife:t i tself kas a slow c ang, in ke) r voltage.

- - The cathode was considered staLle when the keeper

/ - vvoita'e- had remained constant for a perlcd of 1"
S- minut-s. At this stage the keeper voltage, catho.d

lice c Lt.'e:<. tip temperature and the electri-al noise on th-
ke-p': were recorded. The emissiorn current level wa:.

Figure 2. Schematic of Hollow Cathode ctnstl--i . t
l
hen reduced by 100mrA and th :-ithode allowed c-

settl- as before. A reduction i:. emission curren-
wuld leult in an increase in kteeer volt'g , due tc
a de rease In the cathode tempr.rature, effectival

Transition between the two modes apiparei-t.l c.,;y making it harder for the cothcide to produce the
effects the noise levels generated on the kea;-r and required level of emission. This process was repeate
anode electrodes, ie. cathode temiperature ar k- .,-: at --mission current decremnents of 10miA, until the
voltages appear to remain constant. In plumne ::d- the catihoe temperature reached a 'ev-l wiere a d-scharc-
noise can be of the order of 6 volts peak to p;k. In was no longer sustainable. A- this stage the
spot mode however the noise levels are of th=- o: ;i: ds-harge would be restarted, at a higher emissic:.
of tens of millivolts. current level, and the gas flow rate reduced by ).1

-c!min. The above pocess would then be repeate-
It has been established. recently that the ::.-d until the discharge was lost again. In this way -th

of operation of the cathode has a very srrn catho.!e was characterised ov
e

r the whole range of ga_
influence on the performance of the UK-lu thruster. flow rates (1.0-0.2 cc/min) and emission current.
The noise levels generated by the coahode in pl;.- (1.0-0.2 A) of interest.
mode make stable operation of the thrustr .-iy
difficult and make high mass utilisation operarion
( >60% ) a virtual impossibility. This problem .has

now been overcome as a result of the work described
in section 4.1.1.

4.1.1 Cathode Testing and Selection for STRV-1A

It must be noted that the mode of operation is
not as important for this application as it is on the
UK-10 thruster. Obviously quiet stable operation
would be desirable, but as has previously been
stated, one of the main objectives of this experiment
is to determine whether a standard UK-10 hollow
cathode can be used in the role of charge
alleviation. Therefore the decision has been made to
fly a UK-10 hollow cathode, even if quiet operation
is not possible.

Ideally a cathode is required that would
sustain a discharge at as low a power consumption as
possible, because of the limited power available on
STRV1-A. In addition, it would be highly desirable if Figure 3. 300pm Orifice Discharge Cathode.
the discharge could be sustained solely by the keeper

the UK-10 discharge cathode. The selection of the
cathode for flight is therefore limited the cathode

designs currently being examined as part of the UK-l1
programme. These were:

1) A 300pm orifice discharge cathode, fygure 3.

2) A 500pm orifice discharge cathode.

3o A 500lpm oriflte n-utraliseri catlode, figure 4.

which was then evacuated to btter than lxl'' matar.

Once this had been achieved, the cathode discharge

was initiated in the manner described in the prevlus

section. This process uses a current controlled power
supply to ensure that the current through the heater
windings never exceeds 2.OA. After 3 minutes the
cathcde tip begins to glow orange and at this spont
the xenon gas flow is turned on and the high ac-d c-,
voltage keeper supplies -nahled. Figure 4. 500p-m Orifice Neutraliser Cathode.
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' .deci -i u L A ro' sea - 9 -* . -_

:I c111 L; i antly imprcvd A hi;h -

-.t i.' n - n ( r. o )F" hr L OZ 1 Z

: r Ir:.q , II i- 1 ,.rt e e I a3 . cr
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" g
ll ' ll1 .- in th be iam to th tt ., litr

f , WI lr t- 1:1n t!, . thrct ror. The enclc -d k-,-. e
:. , i "-n.-lt }, . -n'w b-i n op' d as standar: in tI.-

Figur 11. Low Densi r Ch-. acterlstics of Zenon as
a Reo Hi'h friessure Gas.

4.2 Xenon Storage Tank Selection

At thl -t g, the ttal on-board xenn,, Since the definitive mass of the gas required

'a[proximatel" 20gn) .,l t the back up option of u-ing site, 260 gins of xenon, in a 1 litre tank, exerts at, xenon to counteract precession, in the event of pressure of 40 bar. It is cer from the calculations

sl ion. The ideal tank would be the casin for a temperature of xenon. Ab this temperature the gas

weighsl 300ms What makes this tank ideal for this characteristics of the spacecraft are still beingapprication is that it can be supplied fully examined. If liquefactin an occur one solution

qualified for space applications at any oe rating could be to place the solar array shunt regulators
pressure up to 40 bar. This is essential for near the tank to maintain its temperature.
acceptance of the system by Arianespace and the prime t 

n a  s 
tempea e

payload manager. In addition it is very low cost for
a space qualified high pressure tank. 4.3 Gas Flow Control System

To examine the applicability of this storage The fundamental principle of operation of the
vessel the characteristics of xenon, a real gas, gas flow control system is the same as that employed
under high pressure have been studied. Calculations in the Propellant Supply and Monitoring Equipment
were carried out using the Van der Waals equation of (PSME) developed for the UKI0 IPS (Ref. 10). Astate, to investigate the mass of xenon that could be schematic of the system proposed for STRV-IA can bestored in the battery case (Ref. 9). The results of seen in figure 12. Gas flow regulation is achieved bythis work can be seen in figure 10 with an expanded choked flow through an orifice. Gas is applied to theregion in figure 11. The graphs show 4 isotherms of inlet of the orifice via a solenoid valve. Thisxenon at storage densities between 0 and 2kg/litre. results in a small metered charge of gas flowingThe lines of constant pressure for each isotherm are through the orifice. The mass of gas allowed to flow,where partial liquefaction of the gas is occurring, depends on the upstream pressure of the gas, the

pulse width of the valve and the size of the orifice

S Area ' -. efac c' 250K 27C- 2 3 C'a e

i - -. r~

. .... aC: --
;  

er

A - --.- \ -Ce . A C.n,

S4-

Density (k, litre) -- --

:J: cter Itcs of Xenon as a Peal Hign Figure 12. Schematic of Gas Flow Control System.Prossuro Gas.
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These metered pulses of gas are then fed ,ntz a small The manufacturers of the orifices selecte (Lee
plenum tank. Gas from this plenum then bleeds through Restrictors Ltd.) categories the size of their
another orifice and out through the cathode. orifices by the impedance they introduce tc the flow
Fluctuations in the flow rate are d.mrrJ- cut by of nitrogen gas. This impedance is given in a unit
appropriate sizing of the plenum tank, th mass of called the lohm. An expression relating the lIch
gas in the pulses into the plenum and the orifice rating of an orifice to the flow rate of xen.on is:
between the plenum and the cathode.

The gas flow rate is simply set by fixing the Flow- 3xlO'-xCxP

pulse repetition rate of the valve, allowing gas to lohmsx1T

flow into the plenum tank. With the repetition rate

fixed, and assuming the orifices remain choked, the

flow rate of gas into the plenum is also fixed. As a where: C = Constant dependant on gas,
result the pressure in the plenum tank will settle at the value for xenon is 109.5
a value where the flow rate out of the plenum through

the cathode, equals that into the plenum. lohms = Loh rating of orifice.

Unlike the UK10 PSME, flow regulation is to be , Pressure (in Kpa) applied to
achieved using only 1 pressure reduction stage. On the inlet of the orifice.

the UK-10 PSME the supply pressure from the tank is

first regulated to 2 bar, using a system identical in T Temperature (K°) of the gas.
principle to the above. A second stage is then used

to regulate the flow down to the levels used by the Note: The above expression is only valid if P.>P
thruster. Having only 1 regulation stage effectively

halves the number of valves, driver circuits and The selection of orifices and the size of the
plenum tanks, considerably reducing the volume of the plenum tank for the system to be flown are listed
system. This however means that the supply pressure below.
to the regulator stage is considerably greater than

2 bar, at start of life, and is also variable. Regulator valve orifice - 30,000 lohm.

Plenum outlet orifice - 950,000 lohm.

4.3.1 Design of Gas Flow Control System for STRV-1A
Start valve orifice - 4,000 lohm.

The gas flow control system is required to meet

the following specifications and constraints. Plenum tank volume - 100cc.

1) The gas flow rate must be variable between The most difficult flow rate to achieve will be

0.2cc/min at NTP (0.02mgm/sec) and 1.0cc/min 0.02 mgms/sec when the supply pressure to the

(0.1mgm/sec). regulator valve is at its maximum ie. 40 bar. Using
equation 1 it is simple to show that a flow rate of

2) The variation in gas flow experienced by the 0.02 mgm/sec., through the 950,000 lohm orifice on

cathode at any selected flow rate must be less the outlet of the plenum, requires a plenum pressure

than 5%. of 103 mbar. Now at +40
0
C, a 100cc plenum, at 103

mbar, contains 52 mgm of xenon. Therefore to remain

3) The gas flow rates and accuracies above must be within the flow accuracy margin of 5%, a valve pulse

achievable over the entire temperature range of must not allow more than 2.6 mgm of xenon to enter

the equipment, ie. -400C to +400C. These the plenum. Again using equation 1 it is simple to

temperature limits are set by the valve seat show that the regulator valve, fitted with an orifice

material, of 30,000 lohms, and a 10 msec. pulse, allows 2.4 mgm
of xenon to flow. Therefore the minimum flow rate at

4) The minimum pulse width the series 107 valve the maximum supply pressure can be achieved within

can achieve is 10ms. specification.

As previously mentioned the control of the gas At a flow rate of 0.02 mgm/sec. the valve pulse
relies on the principle of choked flow through an repetition rate would be a 10ms pulse every 120
orifice. The design criteria for a choked flow seconds ie. 2.4/0.02=120. Also at the start of

orifice is (Ref. 9): operation the plenum tank could be fully charged with

either 1 valve pulse of duration 0.2 seconds, as one

extreme, or 22 pulses of duration 10 msec, as the
- ,f1 f ) 1 other extreme.

The calculations presented above are not fully
representative of the real operational conditions.

where: P. = critical pressure (the This is because the cathode itself acts as an
maximum pressure at outlet of orifice. Unfortunately the resistance to gas flow
orifice above which choked through the cathode is variable. It is dependant on
flow is not possible). the plasma conditions inside the cathode, which are

themselves dependant on the emission currents and gas

P = inlet pressure to orifice, flow rates and the size of the orifice in the cathode
tip, which increases slowly with time as the tip is

V = ratio of specific heats; eroded. It is not therefore possible to accurately
V = 1.666 for xenon, predict the plenum pressures expected during

operation. This is not a problem in terms of

operating the system, since once the pulse width and

For xenon an orifice is choked as long as the repetition rates are set the plenum pressure will

inequality below is satisfied, simply stabilise at an equilibrium value. However a
pressure transducer has been included in the plenum
tank for the STRV-1A application in order to provide

P,<Prx0.48 evidence for any cathode degradation manifesting
itself as an increased impedance to gas flow.

7
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4.4 Mechanical Design and Construction The valve system is entirely constructed frc-
stainless steel and all pipe ]oints are welded usinc

A model of the system can be seen i:n figures 13 a small orbital pipe welding head. This weldino
and 14, with all of the components of interest procedure is completely automatic and so ever, wei
labelled. The base for the system is one of the is reproducible. Attachment to the xenon tank
carbon fibre shelves from the STRV structure. The initially posed a prcble. because it is constructed
entire unit can therefore simply be 'un-plugged' from from inconnel. Unfortunately welding stainless steel
the structure and removed. The tank is central on the to inconnel is a very difficult task and the results
assembly with the centre of mass of the tank over the could not be guaranteed. As a result it was decided
spin axis of the spacecraft. to braze a stainless steel tube stub into the

inconnel tank fitting, using a gold nickel eutectic
braze. This is a technique used in the constructic:.
of Geiger-Muller tubes at Philips Components, Mitchar

The aluminium box to the right of the valves (UK), who also manufacture the hollow cathodes for
contains the electronics. There are 5 circuit boards the UK-10. Attachment to the tank could then be a
contained in this housing, these are power supplies standard weld to the tube stub. The valves included
for the cathode heater and the keeper electrode, a for the attitude control system are standard series
computer interface card, valve driver circuitry and 107 valves, without orifices fitted.
a signal conditioning card for the pressure
transducers. The connectors on the front of the It is worth highlighting the fill and drain
housing are for the on-board computer and the power valve being used. Considerable time and effort was
harness's. The design of the housing is such that the used in an attempt to find a small space qualified
closing panels are solely for radiation shielding. As fill and drain valve for this application.
a consequence the thickness of each panel can be Unfortunately the smallest valves identified weiched
reduced to the minimum value. Calculations for the the order of 1 kg and cost approximately £5K. The
required shielding thickness's are performed using valve currently being used is a standard bellows
the ESABase software package. This takes into account valve of all stainless steel construction. It has a
the shielding provided by other systems in the higher burst specification than many of the so called
structure. As a result shielding need not necessarily space standard valves, weighs 90 gms and costs £'C.
be evenly distributed around each system. This Upon further investigation it was discovered that
significantly reduces the mass taken up with these valves were actually developed for the Apcll
otherwise redundant shielding, missions and were used in the astronauts back packs.

Spin-Up Control VIlve

Cathode Start Valve Electronics Housing

/ Xenon Tank
Regulator Valve Tank Isolation Valves

Pressure rn:;nu :er Figure 13. Front View of Gas Flow Control System
Assembly Model.

Cathcde Connecion Point

Fill and Drain Valve
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Figure 14. Rear View of Gas Flow Control Sistem
Assembly Model. Plenum Tank

Plenum Outlet Orifice

Carbon Fibre Base

5.0 Testing and Integration The charge alleviation experiment will be the
last system to be integrated into the structure at

Since the system contains a pressurised vessel the launch site. The system is to be transported
at launch, it is of obvious interest to Arianespace partially pressurised with the final fill at Kourou.
from a safety aspect. The development programme for This is a rather involved task since the system has
this equipment requires the manufacture of two to be first purged of any traces of oxygen. It is
identical systems. These are the engineering model planned therefore to place the system in a small
(EM) and the flight model (FM). There are two portable vacuum facility. The system will then be
critical tests required by Arianespace before purged until no trace of oxygen can be detected. When
permission can be given for the launch. These are a this is achieved the tank will be pressurised via a
proof pressure test and a vibration test. Both the EM high pressure xenon tank with the gas first passing
and FM systems will undergo proof pressure testing to through an oxygen scrubber. The fill and drain valve
60 bar. This upper limit is set by the weakest will be closed via a rotary lead through in the
components in the system which are the series 107 vacuum chamber and the system then removed and
valves. The vibration testing has two specifications. finally fitted into the spacecraft. The top surface
The EM system will be subjected to the qualification of the spacecraft with the cathode attached is then
vibration tests and the FM system to the acceptance fitted to the structure and the cathode and spin-up
vibration tests. In both cases the systems will be thrusters connected to the appropriate valves.
first pressurised to 60 bar. Following this the
pressure will be reduced to 40 bar and the system
subjected to the appropriate vibration tests. The
qualification tests are far more stringent than the 6.0 Conclusions
acceptance tests. The logic being that as long as the
build standard of the two systems are the same, Development work carried out to date has shown
survival of the qualification tests will ensure the that the hollow cathode, gas flow control system and
survival of the FM system during launch. The associated electronics can be modified for this
acceptance tests are then simply to highlight any application. The selection of the hollow cathode
obvious shortcomings in the build standard of the FM intended for the STRV-1A charge alleviation
system. experiment highlighted the use of the enclosed keeper

arrangement. Subsequent application of this device to
After the tests outlined above the system will the UK-10 thruster has resulted in improved thruster

then undergo a thermal vacuum cycling test. This will stability at high mass utilisation efficiency
ensure that the system performs within specification operation.
throughout the entire temperature range. At this
stage both the EM and FM will be integrated into the
appropriate spacecraft and a series of performance
tests carried out. After these tests the system will
be removed from the structure and de-pressurised to
approximately 2 bar. In the case of the FM system, it
would then be ready for shipping to Kourou.

9
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Pa,;t work on the subject of spacecraft charge
alleviation has demonstrated that ion thruster hollow
cathodes are capable of reducing spacecraft charge
but only devices using caesium have beer. u.ed. The
in-orbit demconstration of a xenon system will he th-
first flight of many of the technologis de'-lo-Cd
for the UK IPS and in addition, successful c-ration
in the role of charge alleviation will great:- -id in
the acceptance of this technology.
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